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Year A Epiphany 6

Deuteronomy 30:15-20
1 Corinthians 3:1-9

Matthew 5:21-37

“From Preaching to Meddling”

• Back in Arkansas, I had a parishioner who was the son of a hell-fire-and 
brimstone Baptist preacher
• He appreciated that the Episcopal Church was not like that!
• He would tell me that as a kid, they never stayed in one place very long- 

his dad took many different calls over the years
• He said the first year usually went well, his dad preached, and often 

used him as examples of what not to do
• And everyone liked it.  
• But somewhere along the second year, the congregation would begin to 

grow upset at his father’s preaching
• And it wasn’t long before they would be searching for the next church
• This parishioner said that his father’s sermons would go from preaching 

to meddling
• And it was only a matter of time before they were politely asked to move 

on
• There’s a fine line between good preaching and good meddling
• I imagine sitting in this room are about 100 different opinions about what 

topics should be in sermons, and how much a preacher should say
• It was true 2000 years ago too
• And as we continue reading Jesus’ sermon on the mount, I am certain 

that the Pharisees felt that way
• Jesus had gone from preaching to meddling, specifically in their affairs

• For the third week in a row now, our lectionary has delivered sequential 
pieces to Jesus’s first sermon
• Beatitudes, then salt and light
• And now he really gets wound up.  
• I find it helpful as I read these difficult verses to imagine what it would 

look like to see Jesus preaching
• To be there, and able to take in the non-verbal aspects of his sermon
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• Because after reading it, I doubt it was quiet, calm and collected as so 
many of our sermons are

• No, I see Jesus talking outdoors, speaking very loudly so many could 
hear

• Perhaps waiving his hands emphatically to bring home his point
• And saying things that were sure to raise eyebrows, or even to cause 

some folks to walk away
• Jesus even openly insults the Pharisees
• He tells everyone right in front of them that you have to be better than 

the Pharisees, because they have no chance to make it
• And what was likely the most objectionable part of this sermon for the 

Pharisees listening, was that Jesus seemed to be asking the impossible1

• And he takes their position on the law and on how to please God and 
takes it to the utmost extreme

• All in an effort to show just how wrong they were in their approach
• After the soft start to his sermon with the blessed are the meek, Jesus 

does not hold back on how God views the law
• And what he thinks God’s real desire for us is
• For each of these four teachings that follow, Jesus begins with what 

everyone already knows, the law, and extends it
• You have heard, “you shall not murder”, Jesus says, but I say do not get 

angry
• Do not even call someone a fool, or you will risk the greatest punishment
• Instead, if you have something against someone else, before going to 

the altar, go make your peace
• Did you ever wonder why our Peace in the service is between the 

confession and the Eucharist? 
• It is because it is not simply a greeting for one another, but an 

opportunity to go make peace each other before coming up for 
Communion

• Then he says, everyone knows the commandment not to commit 
adultery

• But I say don’t even look at a woman with lust, only the worst of 
punishments await you

 John B. Cobb, http://processandfaith.org/resources/lectionary-commentary/yeara/2014-02-16/1

sixth-sunday-after-epiphany
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• In what can only be explained as hyperbole, Jesus suggests we pluck 
out your eye or cut off your hand if it causes us to sin.

• Do not take this literally- imagine Jesus trying to make a point by going 
to the ludicrous extremes

• Imagine him walking around, and waving his arms emphatically
• Jesus is on a roll and making a point about the law, about how it can be 

used and twisted
• He then talks about divorce: rather than men just handing out divorce 

certificates for almost any reason, and thus ruining the lives of the 
women involved2

• There has to be a good reason- infidelity 
• Remember- when a women was divorced, in this culture and time 

period it was devastating 
• Jesus is speaking against the patriarchy here, calling men to be 

responsible for the vows they make, and the relationship to their wives 
• For us today, perhaps we should all hear Jesus saying, do not treat 

your spouse like property3

• And finally, Jesus concludes with a strange prohibition: do not swear, for 
anything but yes or no comes from the evil one.

• I wonder what would happen if Jesus preached this sermon today?
• Probably the same thing that happened to Jesus the last time
• But he has some good points- wouldn’t it be great if no one ever got 

angry with another person: murder would never cross anyone’s mind
• If no one lusted in their hearts, then relationships would be healthier.

• Adultery and even sexual harassment  would disappear4

• Men and women would no longer see each other as sexual 
commodities

• To value the marriage relationship, and the vows made, and not see 
each other as means to an end

• And wouldn’t it be wonderful if everyone told the truth in love
• And oaths, promises, contracts were not needed to make sure 

everyone was being upfront and honest

 http://www.pulpitfiction.us/show-notes/205-epiphany-6a-february-12-20172

 Craddock, Preaching through the Christian Year A, quoted by Karen Georgia Thompson, 3

retrieved online 2/11/14 from http://www.ucc.org/worship/samuel/february-16-2014.html

 Marion Soards, ed., Preaching the Revised Common Lectionary, Year A Epiphany, (Nashville: 4

Abingdon Press, 1992) 164
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• If we tend to our hearts first, keeping God’s law gets a lot easier
• But more than all of this, I think Jesus was trying to get people to see the 

God differently
• To wake up the people around him to realize that God never intended 

the law to the goal, or the end product
• That’s what the Pharisees taught: that by following every letter of the law 

they were righteous in God’s eyes, and had arrived.
• Instead, Jesus is teaching that the law is only the starting line, the very 

beginning and basic description of what a life of faith resembles
• The heart of the law is concerned with much more than just our actions
• Each one of these teachings moves us away from a black and white, 

pass or fail holiness test
• To a place where our intentions and our private thoughts matter, 

because they shape the type of people we will become
• And that determines what kind of relationships we will have with others
• That is the end goal of a faithful life: not barely getting a passing grade 

by fulfilling minimum requirements of the law
• But by becoming a better person, in order to have a better relationship 

with God, and with each other 5
• And the Pharisees were right- what Jesus is saying is very difficult
• Because we will all experience these negative emotions and impulses at 

some point, no matter how hard we try not to
• We get angry- I know I do at times
• And humanity has always fallen victim to the temptation that being right 

is better than being in relationship, like the Pharisees
• We are tempted to put ourselves first, and to use and abuse one another
• And that is the beauty of Jesus’s critic of the Pharisees
• Not only does it point out the dangers of hyper-focus on the law as 

God’s litmus test, 
• But he also demonstrates how impossible it is to completely follow the 

law.  
• Instead, we are to turn a critical eye inward, do more than simply try and 

pass the test… become a better person
• Become a better person so lying, murder, adultery and all the other 

commandments are the furthest things from our minds

 Karen Georgia Thompson, retrieved online 2/11/14 from http://www.ucc.org/worship/samuel/5

february-16-2014.html
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• Do it because our relationship with each other is important
• Because other people are worth it
• No matter who they are, or what they are like: In God’s eyes they are 

worth it.
• Worth our attempts to be better, and to love better

• As Paul writes to the church in Corinth in our New Testament reading, he 
is saying similar things
• But brings them into the context of a community of faith
• The church is caught in conflict as some are following their new leader 

Apollos
• And some are trying to stay true to what Paul taught
• I really appreciate what Paul writes here, because he does not take 

sides, or claim to be right, or trash talk his rival
• He calls them out for the bickering and in-fighting- actually he insults 

them and calls them immature- Definitely more meddling than preaching
• But he does remind them they are followers of Jesus first: some leaders 

plant, some water, but all with a common purpose
• It is the interconnectedness , the relationships they have with each 6

other, that are more important than being right
• When they are being an interconnected body, that is when they are truly 

being the church
• Same message Jesus said- relationships are the purpose of the law, 

and the law is only good in that it builds a relationship with God
• And with each other. 

• Same goes for the church
• One thing is for sure- this thing Paul and Jesus call us to is not easy

• And while these teachings might include hyperbole and exaggeration, 
they still issue a huge challenge

• Following Jesus requires much of us.  Much more than just following the 
ten commandments: and not murdering, or lying, or any of the others

• It insists that we turn inside and begin working on ourselves long before 
we encounter the other person who might anger us, or tempts us

• It is not concluding that we are already good enough or doing the right 
thing

• It is always striving to be more like the example we find in Jesus Christ, 
always striving for self improvement.

 http://www.pulpitfiction.us/show-notes/205-epiphany-6a-february-12-20176
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• Leo Tolstoy summed it up succinctly when he said: 
• "Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of changing 

[themselves].”7

Amen.

 http://www.ucc.org/worship/samuel/february-16-2014.html7
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